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ABSTRACT
Baby
Rats Coin
Non-fungible tokens or NFTs are cryptographic assets on blockchain with
unique identification codes and metadata to distinguish them from each
other. Unlike cryptocurrencies which are identical to each other, NFTs
cannot be traded or exchanged at equivalency, which is why they can be
used as a medium for commercial transactions. In 2022 alone, the
market saw significant increases in both total value sent and average
transaction size, suggesting that NFTs as an asset category are gaining
value as they attract new users.


Seeing that there’s a growing need for an open marketplace to exchange
and buy NFTs – as well as the desire for authenticity and for an
opportunity to have one’s own branding, BabyRatsCoin was created to
satisfy these needs.


This whitepaper aims to describe everything BabyRatsCoin related – from
its origin, definition, ecosystem, to existing features and roadmap of the
project. Additionally, the paper also includes the tokenomics of the BRATS
cryptocurrency BRATS, including but not limited to its definition, utility,
allocation, release schedules, token sales, and so on.
Copyright 2022. All right reserved.
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About
BabyRatsCoin
Baby
Rats
Coin
Baby RatsCoin is the child of RatsCoin! We will ride side-by-side with our
father coin and reward our holders along the way, who will receive
RatsCoin for being loyal to Baby RatsCoin.



Baby Rats Coin is a crypto engineering organisation focused on
blockchain technology products and NFT technology, While our Baby Rats
Coin benefit investors through Rewards in Rats Coin rewards and our
smart contract also has a liquidity pool tax for a stable price floor.

1.1 Background
Prior to BabyRatsCoin NFT creators had to resort to relying on third-party
NFT marketplaces to sell their NFTs, and while this approach has had its
perks, it was still lacking in several aspects – namely an opportunity for
NFT creators to establish their own brand, and true ownership of NFT
collections. In the NFT world where authenticity and originality matter
more than most, we felt that there needed to be a better platform at
providing NFT creators with what they need to express themselves – and
that’s why BabyRatsCoin was born.



Copyright 2022. All right reserved.

Founded in March 2022, BabyRatsCoin was created to empower NFT
creators with all the tools they need to create their own NFT storefront, as
well as to make the NFT creation process easier for everyone.
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Baby
1.2 OurRats
MissionCoin
With the launch of BabyRatsCoin, we hope to lower the entry bar in the
NFT space. With an easily-made NFT store to call their own, more people
can believe in, build, and profit from what NFTs can bring, which
essentially makes NFTs more accessible for the average person.


Our end-goal is to make mass NFT adoption a reality for the average
person, and more people would be able to trade & buy an NFT just like
how they would an item sold on a regular eCommerce website. And in
order for that to happen, we provide creators with all these perks at hand:

Copyright 2022. All right reserved.
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2. DexRats
Platform
Baby
Coin
Baby Rats Swap
BabyRats Swap is the next evolution in DeFi platforms. BabyRats Swap
gives users the ability to POOL (provide liquidity), BabyRats Stake (stake),
and SWAP tokens.



Make investors Easily to buy and sell Baby Rats Coin.

Copyright 2022. All right reserved.
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3. BabyRatsCoin
Ecosystem
Baby
Rats Coin
BabyRatsCoin Platform
BabyRatsCoin Platform is the all-in-one NFT marketplace solution for
independent entrepreneurs to kickstart their NFT business without coding
and upfront costs.

BabyRatsCoin Directory
NFTify Directory showcases all stores currently running on the NFTify
platform, along with user feedback and ratings. Get inspiration from
others by checking out best-rated stores.

BabyRatsCoin Dex Swap
BabyRats Swap is the next evolution in DeFi platforms. BabyRats Swap
gives users the ability to POOL (provide liquidity), BabyRats Stake (stake),
and SWAP tokens.

Copyright 2022. All right reserved.
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4. Tokenomics
Baby
Rats Coin
Token Information
Token Name : Baby Rats Coi
Token Symbol : BRAT
Total Supply : 100,000,000,000

Contract :

0x5BD600b33D1b682F9b59d67e98a517A4b5740e1f

10% of Taxes

Copyright 2022. All right reserved.

Burn
50 %

Rewards
2 % (RatsCoin)

Marketing
6%

Liquidity
2%
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5. Roadmap
Baby
Rats Coin

“The Journey of Baby Rats Coin”
Phase 1

Phase 2

Launch on a PancakeSwap

Baby Rats Swap Launch

First marketing push

Passive marketing to get


Website launch

more exposure

500 telegram members

1000 holders

500 Holders

Second marketing push to

raise awareness
Third party audit

Phase 3

Phase 4

Copyright 2022. All right reserved.

5000 holders

NFT Marketplace Launch

Marketing with well


Marketing partnership for


known influencers

universal exposure

Coinmarketcap listing

Mass social media campaigns

CoinGecko listing

Billboards

CertiK audit

BabyRats Coin Army Meeting
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